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During tht 1234-8- 5 academic year,
a committee of the Judicial Board
began investigating the problem of
haratament on eampua, centering
oa the question "If students are being harrassed, why aren't they
pressing charges?" This year an ad
hoc committee of the Judicial
Board, including present and past
members, and concerned students,
was formed to continue the study.
Uembers of the ad hoe committee
are Becca Bing, Beth Guonjian, Jeff
Jaquays, , Nancy Kehoe, Martina
Keson. Prxafie Peek, Betty Title, Andy Wert ar J
The 'Harassment Surrey was a
result of their work. The surrey
went out to all members of the College community-includi- ng
faculty
and staff. Howerer, it was unclear to
staff and faculty that only student
harassment waa being examined,
not faculty or staff harassment, so
only the student responses are listed
chi-per'nFtilWi-ese.

below.
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Of thesA responses received, 58
percent were from women and 42
percent were from men.
Answers to the first question on
the surrey, "Please state (in a few
sentences) your definition of harassment" ranged from "see The Scot's
Key" toanything that is unwanted." Of the responses redered,
43 percent said "Yes", 48 percent
said "No" and nine percent had no
answer, to the question of whether It
is aproblem on this campus.
The surrey did not focus strictly
on sexual harassment Other student
groups were also .evaluated. Of the
responses, el percent thought that
minorities were rictims of harassment, 35 percent thought that males
were rictims and 73 percent thought

that females were rictims.

Homosexuals and International
students receired no rotes for
harassment.
Forced sexual activity scored the
highest, with 83 percent saying yes,

i'

,
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that it was a situation that would be
considered harassment Following,

unwanted physical contact had 87
percent of the respondents label that
as harassment 85 percent said rape
was considered harassment 81 percent thought suggestive comments
and name ealfing constituted
harassment 80 percent thought Joking about another's features was
harassment and 38 percent cited
festive looks aa liable.
suf
fifty-sirespondents reported
that they, or someone they knew,
had been a victim of harassment
Thirty-seve- n
percent said they had
not been harassed, nor know of
anyone that had, and seven percent
had no answer.
Of those respondents that said
they had or knew of someone who
had been a victim of harassment 29
percent said that they did not go
anywhere to report the incident
Fourteen percent said they went to
Continued on Page 5
x
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Africa VJeeh starts Sunday
If urphy v
Next week, February
is tee is hoping that they will receive
Africa Week at The College of an exeDentlm from Nigeria in time
Wooster. This Is the E2h year it has for the presentation. If it does not e,
been- - hell
an alternate Cm wEl be shown.
tf 11 composed of
many interesting and educational
Tuesday wfil feature a special
by Jean Sindab, Executive
erents.
Chip Allen of the Officer of the Washington Office on
Afriea Week Committee declared Afriea. It will be in Mateer
that the purpose of Africa Week is Auditorium at 11 a.m. The Office on
"to enlighten the campus on erents Africa is a 12 year old organisation
in Afriea to which they might other- that is sponsored by churches and
wise not hare any exposure."
labor unions. Its primary purpose is
The erents of the week start on to lobby for progressive policies on
Sunday, the 18th, with an African art issues throughout Southern African
display in Lowry Center. Artists nations. She has spoken at previous
from Africa, African artists in COW Africa Weeks, and is very well
America and art about Africa will be versed on an of Africa. One of the
featured in this display, which will topics she will be addressing is how
run throughout the course of the Apartheid effects other nations in
week.
Southern Africa.
Oa HesyV r?rrry.l7 a Him, At four o'clock on Wednesday
which his yet to be announced; will there will be a panel discussion on
be shown ti the Lowry Center Pit at the "Dynamics of the Political and
8:30 p.m. The Africa Week Commit Cultural Evolution of Afriea." The
By Bob

18-2-0,

,

,
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Co-Chairper- son

SAB

Chairpersons

ar-rtr-

eon-roeati- on

panel wfil consist of Afriean students
from other area colleges and universities. These students, form various
places in Africa, and w&h various
views, should add an even broader
perspective to the week.
Afriea Week will conclude on the 21st with Afriean
dancers performing at 8:30 in the
main lounge of Bibcock. These
dances will be performed by the
many African students here on campus, and it promises to be quite
entertaining.
In past years, Africa Week has
had fairly focused themes, dealing
with only certain issues in Afriea.
Continued on Page 4

Every
Woman's
House
Benefit Show
By Lis Kershaw

ft

i

Ifnsic, drama, miming. Juggling-ther- e
will be a variety of acts in the
annual Benefit Show for Every
Woman's House tomorrow night at
7:30 p.m. in IfcGaw ChapeL Peter
Harholm. English professor, w&l be
the Ifaster of Ceremonies again his
year.
Sponsored by Westminster
Presbyterian Church, the event is
run by rolunteers from the College
and community in order to raise
money for Every Woman's House.
This House tries to provide shelter
and support to physically and mentally abused women and their
children in Wayne and Holmes counties. Tickets Can be bought at Lowry
front desk or at the door for 32 and
81 for students those under 12 wfil
be admitted free.
There wfil be 20 acts this year and
the show should last about two or
two and a half hoars. Eight of the
--

TheawSABciaineraonhavebesfelwri-IUu- e

names were printed, with an cm mission that wo seriously regret.
Yvette Harris has been named the chairperson of the Black Forum.
The Voice apologises for this error.
Photo Courtesy of News Services. Ralph Yotmgen.

Alex Haley,

renowenea author of "Boots? wfil be speaking next
Thursday erening in If cG aw ChapeL

By Susan Gale
On Thuraday, February 20,
renowned author Alex Haley wfil be
lecturing at Wooster. The lecture
will take place at 8 p.m. in MeGaw
Chapel and Haley wfil be speaking
on "The Family: Find the Good...
and Praise It". He will discuss the

Haley la also the author of

Anto!?i?srt"r cf If

Tis.

t''a
"TheTenBest

X which

was selected as one of
American Books of the ISO's
Decade". Haley has won two of
America's topmost writing awards:
The Pulitzer Prize and the National
many changes the American family Book Award. He has also received 17
structure has gone through in the honorary aeademie doctorate
last two decades as wen aa address degrees from rarkras colleges and
many of the questions that are cur- universities and other sources have
rent today about the future of the awarded him over 300 special
recognitions.
family.
Alex Haley, who waa born in
Ithaca, New York, and raised in
Henning, Tennessee, is the author of
which is the
the famous novel
story that begins with Haley's fourth
Kunta Kinte, a
native of Gambia, West Africa.
Ends, tells of how Kunta Kinte waa
kidnapped to 1787 and brought to the
United States aa a slave and then
continues on through his family's
history. In 1177 Boots caused a further sensation when it waa filmed as
a
mini series. It drew over ByLisMoran
138 million viewers, which is the
Lowry Center Bafiroom wfil be the
greatest program audience in televi- site
for this year's Sadie Hawkins
sion history.
Daaee, to be held Saturday,
February 15 from 0:00 p.m. until
acta are made ' up of College 1:00 a.m. The DJ. for the event wfil
who halls from Dayton.
students, according to Chris Camp- be
bell who is in charge of ecmpua No admission wfil be charged.
B.SJL is sponsoring this
talent Campbell will be performing
affair, with the combined efas win Tyrone Williams, Lanee
Ifaaon and Angel Morris, Jill fort of Nick Young and Berniee
Kidolo, Cindy - Drake and Tom Walker. Young encourages all
Jonkhv Julie Rice, Miatta Wilson camus women who hare their eyea
on a particular campus male to
and Paul Lent
Aa waa done in past shows, the make tht bold more and ask him to
group "Holme's Cooking" is going to the dance. Refreshments wfil be
start off the evening and then are served at this annual event which
donating the use of their musical and has proved in the past to be a
technical equiptment for the rest of welcome addition to The College of
the acts to use during the night ... Wooster social scene..

Sadie

great-grandfath-
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Dance f his
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The Inner Voice
Let's be serious
Column By Ida Williams
Two weeks ago I received a letter to the editor complaining about the lack of student involvment on cam-pu- s.
The writer commented that I. as the editor of the
Voice, should do something to get students to respond
and care," (i.e. get them angry)". I considered it, thinking of a story advocating the abolishment of all
athletics, except intramurals, on campus, which was
even worse than required dally chapel at 7 a.m.But I
remembered how much response I received on that one.
Did poeple get angry? I heard that some did, but most
didn't take it very seriously.
Perhaps that was the question the writer really
wanted to ask. What do people on this campus take
seriously? Is there anything? Some people seem to take
studying seriously, but, let's be honest, not everyone
does. Some people take athletics seriously, but with the
amount of support all the athletics, except the football
team, gets, from the College, an athlete can't afford to
really take athletics seriously because it would be too
disheartening. We can't even get enough people to offer
to relinquish one meal a week and eat soup and bread so
that others may eat Isn't starvation serious enough?
All year I have been trying to think of things that a lot
of people take seriously. Hey, am I asking that difficult
a question? Apparently I am. Some were upset about
even the consideration that sexism works both ways.'
Some could not believe that required chapel could even
be possible in our liberated day and age. Others thought
that community was something that was fruitless to try
to acheive on this campus because our population is so
varied. And ask anyone on SCN how many people really
are interested in doing something against apartheid in
South Africa.
I believe, perhaps naively, that there are things that
people take seriously on this campus. During my time
as editor I have been trying to find those things, and
have tried to elicit some response form the student
body and see how they felt. Ridiculous editorials such as
required chapel get reponse from only a few people, but
what about everyone else? I am asking that if you have
something that you care about to write a letter to the
editor and express your concern. In that way all of us on
campus can discover what is important to people on
campus, and what, if anything, they take seriously.

14, IKS

Women don't

need to change

Editor
Recently, CPPS sent oat its
February ISM edition of Career Connections. The front page was
dominated by an article on women
and the business world. This article
should be carefully read by all
women considering entering the
cosiness world, mere are a few
which need to be pointed
con-tradicit-ms

out.
The article states

that in order to
succeed, women must learn how to
play the game in corporate politics
Yet often women do not know the
rules of the came because of the dif
ferent socialisation process for men
and women. Several authors, this article notes, feel women must also
learn how the hierarchy works in the

working world.
The article further goes on to say
that in order for a woman to get that
promotion, she must be r'ezcep-male-dominat-

ed

the Vietnam of the ISSO's
First, a look at the leaders
themselves. President Ferdinand
Marcos has control of the people, as
did Diem in the 50's, but not their
unanimous support. Marcos is using
nis control of the military to put
down any opposition to his rule. He
has been running a dictatorship
since he declared martial law in
1972, although he lifted it in MSI.
President Diem of Vietnam relied
heavily on U.S. diplomatic,
economic and most importantly
military support. President Marcos
is relying on that same kind of support. The amount of support Marcis
actually has is also reminiscent of
Diem's loose grip on Vietnam. There
are many opposing factions to Mar
cos' rule, What is significant is tnat
these factions, with differences
among themselves, united behind
Cerazon Aquino. Aquino, like Ho Chi
Minn, leads a strong nationalistic
movement against an overbearing
dictatorship. In the Philippines today there is a growing Communist
insurgency. Aquino has not allied
herself with the Communists but
might be forced to incorporate their
power if Marcos tightens his grip.
Last Friday's election is extremely significant. This was the first national election in the Philippines
since the lMO's. Marcos, sensing
growing discontent in the Phflip- called the surprise elections
Eines, hope
l the
that the opposition would
not be able to gather their forces in
time. Marcos gave his country the
hope that democracy would return
to the Philippines. Prior to the election, Marcos was expecting at least
a three million vote margin of victory. Election results, however,
have shown Aquino to be the winner.
The National Movement for Free

aonauy competent." credible,
very visible, have connections, and hare a strong ego. Obviously, the business world expects
women not only to be better than
men, but also to accept the system,
unfair as it is toward women.
Finally, the article states that "no
matter how well women play the
game, they rarely attain top leadership roles in most organizations...Regardless of her styles and
competence, a woman's ability to
Sain power and influence in a
organization is generally
limited." Given this last quotation, it
is difficult to understand why
anyone would encourage women to
learn to play the game and adapt Elections (NAMFREL) has
themselves to a hostile working en- declared Aquino the
vironment
winner with 55 percent of the vote.
Rather than accept the corporate NAMFREL
is an independent
world as it is currently set up,
and both sides agreed
women and other minority groups organization
to comply with their results. Even
need to examine the inherent 'conthe Marcos appointed Commission
tradictions as set up in the CPPS ar- on
has declared Aquino
ticle. Instead of forcing women to the Elections
with 51 percent of the
winner
change, maybe it is time we changed vote. The election took place amid a
corporate politics so it is no longer rather
fuzzy atmosphere. There
based on the white male hierarchy.
were strong allegations against
Marcos of fizinf the election by tam
Dina Dajani
ing away voters, intimidating
Amy Carter
others, buying votes, and ballot stuffing. Both Aquino and Marcos have
declared themselves the victor, but
due to political red tape it could take
months, even unto a year, before an
official tally is reported.
I do not believe that Marcos will
concede the election and give up his
power. He will probably declare the
election void. Whatever Marcos does
the United Slates needs to take a
very critical look at Its dealings with
Editor,
Last Thursday I was sitting at the this long time ally. The most imporlunch table with a group of my tant point at stake is the future of the
friends and I asked if anyone knew two U.S military bases in the PhCin- what was so important about Fri- pmes. The U.S. is dealing wtth a eor-day. I received some questioning rupt dictator in president Ferdinand
looks and some varied answers but Marcos, There are problems in the
not the answer I was looking for. PbHirpmes with which the U.S.
Last Friday was the day of the should not be associated. The U.S
Philippine elections. The basic given to Marcos is being used
response from those at the table destructively. He has taken some of
was, "So what". This is the response the money given to bis country and
Ive gotten from most people I've has made personal Investments in
tried to talk to about the election, the U.S, Last fan in an issue of a m
news magazine, I saw a picture
and the Philippine situation in
of both the government, army and
Thr Philippines play an extremely the Communist insurgents using
important role in American foreign U.S. made weapon. There have
policy. While most people are look-fa- g been overt) election related deaths
to Central America for the "next since Marcos called for the election
Vietnam" they are overlooking the in November. The Marcos resbne Is
the
serious situation in the PhCrjdnes. not the kind of government that
There are a great many similarities U.S. shooJiiw supporting. - i "
The U.S. should immediately eat
between the PhSippmes of today and
ez-taordin- ary,

male-ominat- ed

Stay away from
problems in
Phillipines

a--Jor

off all support of the Marcos regime.
The UJS. should then wait for the official election outcome and deal with
the winner. Subk Bay Naval Base)
and dark Air Base are a vital part
of the UJ5. strategic position in the
Pacific and should not be toyed with
but the UJS. can not allow Marcos to
continue on his present course. Both
Marcos and his opponents reaUze

that the

UJS.

military brings a great

economic boost to their nation and
will not do anything to jeopardize

benefit. Assuming Marcos
"wins" the election, or declares it
void, the UJJ. should then pressure
Marcos to release his military
stranglehold on the nation and force
him to institute truly democratic
reforms.
this- -

If Marcos refuses reforms then the

only choice the U.S. has is to cut off

an ties to President Marcos and let
the country take its course. There is
no hint that without U.S. aid Marcos
can stay in power for very long.
Aquino has poven that the country
can forn a
anti
Marcos coalition. This nationalistic
movement is growing and has every
chance of turning violent if concessions are not made on the part of the
Marcos regime. The U.S. has no
right to stand in the way of self
government for the Philippine people. The UJS. military bases are of
top strategic concern but the UJS.
should stay far away from another
Asian revolution.
non-Commun-

ist

Dan Rosmtarek
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Published weekly durinf the academic
year except daring vacations and exarojr
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We'd stopped in Sarasota for a
Column by Bill Mertx
sandwich at Anna's, had gotten lost
Last week's column was regret- in all the contraction, and had asked
tably not printed in the Voice. While for directions. The man we asked
some refer to the reason as was willing only to give us unwanted
"basinets considerations" con- directions to Jesus. He handed us
nected with advertising, others refer pamphlets. They claimed that Jesus
to it as "faesist censorship." The ar- would have wanted us to blow hell
ticle was rather critical. It was not out of the Russians. They claimed
constructively critical. It was that we were born sinners. They
abusively critical. The gist of the ar- claimed that we should be upset with
ticle: Anyone even remotely con- the state of things. They claimed
nected to the Voice is a narrow-minde- that my astigmatism could be healinarticulate ed with a stiff palm in the faee. They
chowderfaead. Addendum to what asked for money. Larry was just
was not printed last week. How does about to hit the pious fool when I
this paper expect to be given proper slammed down the gas. The church
financial consideration when it in- - was next door to Anna's, though, and

.

ECO presents

Glosses

CDoc-ci- d

d,

dull-witte-d,

Mr. Rutherford. He was seventy-fou- r
years old. He had one arm left
He had left the United States in 1961
after being accused of spying for the
Communists.
'
"Wen, Fd done some engineering
work on the Moscow subway back in
the Thirties. When I was done I Just
headed for Europe. It was real ex
citing. I met Ernest Hemingway in
Paris, did I ten you that?"
"Yeah, four times. You ever see
his cats?" He'd been babbling for
some time. On his last drink he had
mustered the courage to begin pinching passing waitresses while

singing ' Liberie, Fraternite,

Egalite" to the tune of a Fifties'

fists on publishing an utterly the map served our purposes quite Lucky Strike commercial. Worked

-

flavorless waste of a paper which is
reminiscent of Soviet toilet tissue?
For the Voice to gain the respect it
so craves, it will have to put out a decent paper which people actually
want to read. On with the show...
We had sat and listened to some
old man's stories for quite awhile.
M ust've been four or five hours, but
we weren't paying attention to time.
(The first step to freedom is to lose
your watch. Continuously. Until peo- pie stop buying them for you. Sorry,
Mom.) Anyway, by the time we'd
floated the ninety miles through
Coast Guard : infested waters, no
watch would 've worked.
You see, M ondeDo and I had gotten to Key West to eat some pie
before the boatlift As the refugees
began fining up the island, anyone
who wasn't holding on too strong fell
off. No, Larry and I didnt get drunk
a and fall off. We were pushed off by
an angry Hemingway lover. And
now we were in Havana waiting for
more money and talking to some guy
who we hoped would Join our new
movement. We were prosyletixing,
yon see.

PJly

Editorial by Liz Moran
As --the semester progresses and
conversation starters become more
and more repetitive, I decided to stt
down and publicly answer my two
favorite questions, which L and
. many of my esteemed colleagues in
the senior class are frequently asV-:
ed. (The first question is heard by
- Juniors as well.)
m the race for my favorite ques-flon, there are two which are heard
equally often. The two questions
are: L "How's your LS.?" and 2.
"What are you going to do after you
graduate?'1. .
The funny thing about number one
is that the people who ask are the
ones not doing LS and they also do
not ask about any other classes or
activities. They ask the question
tone, as if they
with a
really dont know that it is much
more difficult than the college
catalog implies. I would prefer a
question such as "How's the declining velocity of your G J JL?" or "Is
Lowry coffee inducing any new side
effects on your neaitar ' wmcn are
both less disturbing than number
.
one cited above.
So now, I would like to answer that
question, publicly, so no one will see
Am nmA tnr an answer in thefutnre.
My LS. is, in a word, unfinished, and
wffl remain that way until approx--.
iaately four minutes before the official end of spring break.' Itis alive,
but not calm. It is not stagnant bat it
is also not progressing forward at a
- velocity faster than 32 feet per second squared.
Howls my LS.? It Is less ffl than
my pet hamster, which is illegally

t

enough.

"Look, Clarence has no arm
because he fought in the Spanish
Civil War. He got thrown out of his
own country because he believed in
peace and the brotherhood of man.
He's been pursuing things that dont
exist And he's bitter about it Talk
to him."
I looked at Clarence, who was
sweating profusely in his liquified
state, and began to toft. "Clarence,
have you ever concerned yourself
with not concerning yourself?" (A
table of Cubans overheard this weak

pun and mildly applauded.)

Clarence, eyes beginning to roll,

looked op.

"life's a bitch." He died.
Three soldiers came into the
restaurant and looked at Mondeno
and I rather disprovingly. Since we
were buying the drinks we were at
fault The ranking soldier scowled:
"What are you saying-h- e died from
the fish he ate?"
"Could be. Why dont Ton can a
sturgeon?"
Larry had saved the day.

LS. is fine, thank you

semi-innoce- nt

:

welL At the delL we discussed pretty well, amazingly
Apathism over Blatz beer. Blatx is Larry leaned over.

bad enough to bring out the bad side
in anyone. Those who preached
anything real stupid were in for it
(Of course, we were far from the
knives of college newspaper editors
at that point, and. were sHly enough
to believe we could rebut stupidity in
any way we saw fit)
So it was that we set out for Key
West with Hemingway lovers as the
first appointed enemy. It became
readily apparent that this was not a
good course to take. We were almost
shot Having had nobody to whom
we could pray, we did not credit
Divine Providence for being smart
enough to lose a fight, survive a
ninety-mil- e
swim, and convince the
Cubans that we were secret circus
agents from Moscow caught spying
on the BJngling School in Sarasota.
Tea, the FBI had broken open a
Urge spy ringling.
Cubans, of course, are tremenworse, the
dously fond of nune-t- he
they threw a full
better tothem-a- nd
parade in our honor. We went to the
hotel bar. It was there that we met

FRIDAY FEBRUARY

famous Truck Stop (and minimal
housed in our house refrigerator socializing) to secure not only a
(partpolar bear, I believe) but is not brilliant, attention-grabbin- g
and proas well as other courses which are resume, but a success-fille- d
only endured for one arm ester, mising job as welL But to be honest
which at least hive a syllabus and I intend on putting off getting what
set of directions. But 1 do consider everyone refers to as a "real job"
myself lusky because lam not doing for as manymonths and years as
a study with live human subjects. possible. This fear of a real job is
Even though subjects are asked to caused by fear of the "real world",
donate little of their time, no more rve seen pictures of the '"real
conversa- world" in magazines, and rve beard
time than an after-dinntion m wliich the history of the world stories, but I dont think I am
"gh, disciplined enough,
Is both debated and summarised, mature
most students wffl come up wtih and organized enough to actually
good excuses to avoid participation. enter such a zone. Acceptable Jobs,
r'I visit my friend at the pound" and where I do not actually have to enter
Mrm always studying" are two pf the "real world" on. a permanent
the more f avorite excuses offered to basis include: playground superviavoid helping seniors fuisn this sion (and participation), modeling
polyester clother in commercials for
graduation requirement
ding products (my minor
voice
I am lucky because I am an "In- in "laundry" will come in handy
troductory Studies" major with- an there) and zookeeping. I'm also conInterdepartmental topic, which no sidering label editin- g- I would be
one professor is an expert on: 'The the person, who decides hew far
History of the Economic Importance apart the "Nutrition Information"
of Yugoslavian Psychoanalysts and eoulmns are on a box of Corn flakes
Their. Environmental Effects on or other popular breakfast cereals.
Actually, I mul stop and confess.
Nearby Rural Villagers: Theory or
Fact?" With such a specific and I nave secured entrance into a
pertinent topic,. I have received prestigious . graduate school (so
much satisfaction In my major, no much free time as a senior made it
matter how people may criticize it easy to spend lots of time studying
for lacking depth and focus. The LS. for entrance exams and receiving
is the culmination ef this kih scores). At graduate school, I
specially-designemajor, which wtl be as industrious in my habits ef
for me is an introduction to the "real study as I am here, never attending
world" which will be described anything named "Leroys" ana
always receiving at least eight hours
below.
that the
The next question that needs of sleep. I only hope Pre-Reanswering is number two, "What cafeteria In the School of
are you going to do when you Studies at Walla Walla Community
graduate?'7 Yes, I have had time, College serves coffee as strong as
with classes and working in the in that found in Lowry Center.
--

er

anti-stat- ic

-
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Acting

Concerns ATTENTION
Organization (ECO) wffl present a All actors and nonactors: Come try
one-aclecture on Global Report 2000 on out for a part in various February!
on
will
Auditions
be
held
Tuesday, February IS. The presentation and question and answer If at 7:30 p.m. underneath
period will take place in the Freedlander Theatre. If you are inn
Douglass main lounge, beginning at terested. please sign up for a time on
the sheet on Lowry Center bulletin
7:30 p.m.
board. It promises to be a good tune
The Environmental

ts

Indolence Abroad
Column by Warren Hedges
"I say you're a paramilitary fruit-

him to either start speaking in
tongues, or attack with an obscure
cake!"
Religious fanatics, like their Bible, martial art
"Ted." I began in the lull following
are not to be disputed. I was speaking to Ted. an unfortunate addition his outburst putting a hand on his
to the school travel program. Ted's shoulder confidentially. "I'd love to
clothing alternates between combat
fatigues and Christian rock
but I think his favorite shirt is one
with a dead fetus and "abortion is
sick" scrawled across it Ted has
dogged me ever since I had a photo
of him put on a shirt with the slogan
"fundamentalists are worse." Today he cornered me near the arch of
Titus in the Roman forum.
"Someday you'll be sorry, Stax."
Ted hitched up his camouflage pants
and adjusted his cartridge belt
I'm not sure what the nickname
"Stax" meant to Ted, something to
do with stupidity, anarchy, and jazz,
but it rolls off the tongue nicely, so
rve kept It
"Yeah, like a thief in the night ten
me about It Sure, while the rest of
you are either seized up in rapture or
move in for some righteous
slaughter backed up by heavenly
legions, the archangel Michael, and
Sylvester Stallone." I leaned back
on the inside of the white marble
arch and picked dirt off my shoe
treads with a stick. "You get that
t-sbi-

rts,

picture from Relevations,

Hollywood, or some video on Christian Cable T.V.?"
Ted had followed me under the
arch on the pretense of examining

reliefs of Titus sacking Jerusalem.
Titus sacking Jerusalem always
puts me in a not mood. Most sackings make me hot crusaders pillag-

ing Constantinople, Cortex shooting
Aztecs: emotionally, it's all the

same to me.
"Many times they wffl mock you,
Stax." Ted always drags out "Stax"
long and seriously, a form of flippancy I find obtuse.
"Dont you think they quote that to
Moonies, Mormons, and liberal
Presbyterians, Ted? Only now fun-ditravel the extra mfle In a Sherman tank. Faee It Ted, the only
martyrs today are El Salvadoran
nuns shot with U.S. big bucks.
I was hopping. I hadnt been this
mad for a month or two, and it was
damn enjoyable. Fundamentalists
are fun because you don't talk sense
to them; it's not a language they
understand. No careful arguments,
empirical evidence, or holds barred.
Ifs the kind of exaltation in
rhetorical bombast mat drives
history and political science majors
insane. It's the talk FalweU changes
the country with.
"The Sherman tank was outdated
years ago." Ted grabbed the sleeve
which, incidentally,
of my
had his picture on it
"Please, please. Let's not act like
four year olds." I gingerly removed
bis fingers. "Okay, so the Sherman's
outdated. Whieh third world dictator
es

t-sh-irt

havewesolditto?"

"Wffl you listen to me! Take the
time before it's too late." Ted's faee
was red. I guess they dont cover
people like me in church apologetics
classes. From Ted's face. I expected

teU you the whole story, but you
ever heard of pearls before swine?"
That did Without another word,
he was packing up the Palatine hi his
combat boots. "Even the Devil can
quote scripture to his purposes," I
yelled after him. Beat them to their
points, it shows you've already

it

-

heard their story and stm thing it's

funny.
I walked out from under the arch.
"Oh Ted! " He turned. "Prophets get
no honor, dont forget that"
I had to climb one of the Inside
faces of the arch to get a better view
of Roman legionaries carting off a
Jewish candelabra. A few big holes
marred the relief where a

Renaissance family had installed
iron bars to make the arch a fortress. I tries to imagine the blocky
triumphal arch with towers and
guards on top. It looked like it would
hold off a company of drunk bag
ladies at best The thing was only
twenty feet high and about ten deep
to begin with.
After clambering back down I lit a
cigar and ambled over to the
Basilica of Constantine. Destroying
egos, though pleasuable, is not my
usual pastime. But I give no quarter
Saracens, and
erith
Christian survivaUsts. A
segment of society with absolutist
beliefs they'U die for demands
ridicule. Toleration of the intolerant
Is a fine thing until the intolerant
start buying guns. A disturbing
number of paramilitary
are National Guardsmen. Who needs
survivalixt training camps when
you've got Uncle Sam ?
I took a long drag on my cigar and
settled into the grass beneath what's
left ef Constantino's Basilica. On the
eve of a decisive battle, God
reputedly came to Constantine In the
form of the Greek initials for Jesus
Christ and the slogan "in this sign
thou wilt conquer' Of course Constantine read Latin. The . Latin
phrase Constantme saw is now
minted on the seal to Pan. Man
cigarettes.
Constantine put the initials on his
army's shields then mopped up the
opposition, and people have been
putting it on shields ever since, from
crusaders to Pan Mall's.
"Do you know where you're lying?" It was Ted.
"Wen, I seem to remember lying
in the sun, but evidently someone's
blocking my light" I sat up, brushed
myself, and blew smoke at his faee.
'This Is Constantine's Basfflca.
Constantine, the first'
"Come en." I stood up and walked
towards a distant street vendor.
go"Wait , where are you-w- e,
ing?"
TT m buying you a pack of cigaret"
tes
' "But Christians dont smoke,
Stax." Ted repeated that like a
liturgy, but kept on following.
.

neo-nazi'- s,

well-arm- ed

born-agai-

ns

.'
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The Writer's Block

Column By Andrew Mayer

Excuses, Excuses,
Hi, How ya doing? Good, good.
Yeah. I've been okay. My column?
It's kind of strange that you asked
me that because that's what I was
going to write about. Yeah, you see
I'm a victim of my own technology.
Can't add without a calculator, can't
type without a word processor.
Pathetic but true.
I just got a brand new computer,
and the damn thing was broken.
That took three weeks to find Out.
Now it's in the shop. Another two
weeks. So I'm back on my old
machine. Old but faithful. Anyway, I
promise not to let it happen again.
Idiot Gavant? Maybe, but who
cares as long as I'm good at it.

"I've got a great idea for an article!" I smile and try to hold back a
sarcastic remark.
I can't "And here I thought it was
going to be just another day."
Doradon is an occupational hazard
when you work as a desk receptionist at B abcock.

Africa Week

"No really, it's a good idea, about
suicide." The other week, at the
dorm meeting, somebody suggested
sending a letter to the editor to try
and change the campus attitude
towards Babeock. I'll save them the
trouble, it's mass insanity.
"How to or social commentary?"
Wrist slitting, a beginners guide...
Linda looks at me with a
characteristic dimness in her eyes.
How she manages to get a 3.5 G.P --A.
concerns me more than the origin of
the universe. I mean, the odds were
better. "Social really. It just struck
me that, like, with all that stuff
about making Wooster really competitive with other schools that, like,
we should worry about the suicide
rate as well."
"Excuse me?"
"You know, that not enough people kill themselves to make us really
competitive."
"Wow." I force back an urge to
fall on my knees and praise God. A
miracle has oc cured. I start on the
universe tomorrow. "Linda, that is a
really good idea."

She tries to look eoy. "Thanks."
She fails.

"Don't bother." I brush back my
ever thinning hair. "I mean I really
like it" The phone buzzes. "Hello,

I pat her reassuringly on the
shoulder. (Feminists please note
that it is only reassuring, not eon- descending.) "Listen, it most be
really hard to imagine what it's like
to be in that position, bat at Carnegie

Babeock. Just one second, IH check.
Nope, they're not in. Can I take a Mellon, my former school, daring
message ? Okay. Bye."
finals week yon could smell it in the
"You might have to do some air. You knew that somewhere, locked in their room for the twelfth con- researcher something."
"No problem. Before I came here see utnre boor for the fifth con
I attended the school with the second secntive day on the three thousandth

highest suicide rate hi the nation."
TTeah?"

I begin to scribble down notes. "I
it Can you imagine? 'Wooster
unveils suicide promotion program.
Hopes to reach national average in
months.' Bizzare, yes. Sick, yes. Linda do these flashes of intelligence occur often?"
love

"Well.

"

'"If these kids won't put
themselves through living hell then
well have to do it for them,' quotes

one of the school's professors."
Linda looks hurt "I don't think

that's funny."

consecutive problem, some student
was coming to the conclusion that
nothing was worth this, nothing. He
knew he couldn't face quitting school
so ne tooK nis only option. Hell, we
had teachers killing themselves."
'

"Why is that funny?"

"Maybe, just maybe it helos to ex
plain what I really appreciate about
wooster."
"Which is?"
"The price of a good education
doesn't need to hare an optional!
razor blade attached."
"What?"
Writing rule number 215: never
repeat something that is supposed to
be a truly final' statement

"Forgetit"

S

E

Continued from Page 1
Administrative intern Chip Allen,
who is chairing the committee with
Eegina Odubo, said " This year we
are being more flexible. The theme
encompasses not lust one section of
Africa, but the enure continent "
Africa Week is so Important he
continued, because, "A great many
things go on in Africa that are
distored by the news media of the
African governments themselves.
For Africa Week, we try to set neo- ple who know first hand about
what's going on."
Kenneth Goings. Director of Black
Student Affairs, commented that
"It should go pretty well this year.
There's a lot more interest in Africa
now. especially with what's soini on
in South Africa."
The week, which will cost about
15000 to produce, is sponsored by a
variety of groups, including BSA,
ISA, SGA, Cultural Events Commit
tee, Harambee House, Westminster
Church, the If orris fund, and many
others.
It is hoped that all the students
who possibly can,, will attend the
events of the week. Africa is continually on the forefront of world
news, and Africa Week at the 'Col
lege can do a great deal to help people understand the many eom- events that occur in that
Jtlicated
ascinating continent

ESTER
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Wismer f o speoli
News Service- s-

Religion session.

Wismer. who now teaches
religious studies at Notre Dame
University, will address such que- tions as :What is the current status
of the feminist movement? What is
the feminist critique of the Bible and
the church? What is the status of
God language in the Church today?

survey

Continued from Page 1
an R JL or Hall Director, six percent
said they went to Security, five percent said they went to the Office of
the Deans, two percent went to
Judicial Board, one percent went to
the Office of the secretary of the College, and eight percent had some
"other" destination. Twelve percent
did not answer. Of the answers, 13
percent said the problem was resolved satisfactorily and IS percent said
it was not.
Those who did not go anywhere
after a situation of harassment did
so for various reasons. Fifteen percent said it was because of inconvenience, it was not worth the effort,
ten percent said because they were
afraid of confronting the harasser,
nine percent said they were afraid of
the harasser and possible consequences, seven percent did not want
outside help, six percent were
of what to do. five percent
were afraid of Jeopardizing their
reputations, and four percent were
not aware of the confidentiality of
theprocess.
c "
Confusion seems to surround the
justice process, as 43 percent
answered "I am unsure" to the question of the perceivence of the judicial
process involving Judicial Board,
the Dean's Office, etc. Eighteen percent thought it was an effective process, seventeen percent thought it
was a "slap on the wrist", 13 percent
thought it was "a kangaroo court",
ten percent thought it was intimidating, and four percent thought
it was frightening.

i

no-aw-

Twenty-si-

are

percent of the

x

respondents thought the question-nar- e
helped them become more
aware of harassment Fifty-nin- e
percent said no, and 15 percent had
no answer.

If more information is desired,
contact Angela Keller,
lease
S
udiclal Board Secretary, Box 1975.
n-Rud-

Washington, D.C. (CPS) -

middle-incom- e

students win bear the brunt of the
cuts, they now think the
Gramm-Rudma- n
law- named for

new

-

senators

co-sponso- ring

(R-Ne-

.

Philip

and Warren Rud-ma-n
Hampshire- )- will have
a severe impact on aU students when
the next round of cuts it requires
take effect in October.
In the following years, reductions
may have to be four .to five times as
large as this year's in order to
balance the budget by 1991.
Even now, educators think current
cuts will hurt certain classes of
Gramm

w

(R-Tex-

as)

2-- 3"

Andrews Library
has book sale
-

Andrews Library on The College
of Wooster campus is sponsoring its
seventh booksale in the series
generated by the Basement Backlog
Project which began in 1975. The
sale will be held on Level One of the
Library from to 9 on Tuesday and
Wednesday, If arch 4 and 5.
Over 10,000 books will be available
at low prices. The sale books have
been selected from duplicates and
gift books which are not needed by
the Library. They represent over 30

subject categories including

literature, history,

science and
religion. Paperbacks will be 50
cents, hardbacks 11.00 and 32.00, and
some reference materials, sets, and
special volumes special priced.

Public

Avoirs
Totally bored from 11:00 to 12:00

noon weekdays? Then liven up your

day by tuning into 91.S each day during the Public Affairs Hour. The
following programs can be heard the
week of February
Monday. February 17: "Terrorism" with Kenneth Duncan.
Department of State and Dan Green.
Senior International Relations major. Consider the alternatives "War
on Health Care in Nicaragua."
Tuesday, February IS: Science
Journal "Pheremones and Dog Bites
as a Public Health Issue" and

On February 5, SGA General
Assemblyman Lynn Neal spoke with
for Finance and
Business William Snoddy about the
recent increase in copying price
from 5 cents to 10 cents for "personal copying".
When asked the reasoning behind
the increase in price, Snoddy noted
that because of the tremendous use
of the copiers at Galpin and Andrews
Library, high quality machines
must be bought. Approximately
300,000 copies per month are made
on the Xerox 8200 at Galpin thus far
this school year. Such heavy use
leads to high costs which in turn lead
to high service charges.
The heavy use also means that copying machines are replaced every
nt

--

"V

(Elephant

"Neurofibromatosis

I'

i

a

Wedne-day.Tb-

Coo ley to speak

.

n

Jazs Unlimited won the Battle of the Bands at Ichabod's last
beat out five other bands for the honor.
Steve Boardman

Man's Disease) and Immune Deficiencies."
Wednesday, February If: Public
Policy Forum "The Constituaion
and the Budget Process."
Thurdsay, February 20: "Topics
for Today' with Susan Schiem ann.
Friday, February 21: Great Deci- Newsservices
sion '88 Forum "The United States
Oberlin College professor of
and Israel" with Hashem Abdeen
and Amos Kiewe.
mathematics Susan Cooley win ad
dress "Much Ado About Knotting"
Monday. February 17. at The Col
lege of Wooster as part Of a collo
three to five years. The old quium series lea taring outside
machines are then traded in on new speakers m mathematics and comOnes.
puter science.
Snoddy also noted that the 10 cent
Her address, scheduled for 8:30
charge is levied only on "personal p.m. in Taylor Hall Room 111. is
copying". Professors' who use the open to the public without charge. In
copiers for their personal use must addition, the students are invited to
indicate this when using the depart- join Cooley for dinner in Lowry
mental numbers. Five cents per Center's faculty lounge beginning at
eopy is still the price charged for 5:30 p.m..
use.
departmental and
Cooley received her doctoral
Though other small, liberal arts degree in 13S3 from the
colleges can keep their price at 5 Massachusetts Institute of
cents per copy, Snoddy indicated Technology. Her. current research
that those schools would have to interests are algebraic geometry
"dip in" to college funds or increase and related areas. She has been
student tuition to pay for the copying assistant professor of mathematics
completely. Wooster's copier activi- at Oberlin College since 1983, where
ty is established so that the College she teaches a broad range of
will not have to "dip in" to those col- undergraduate math courses.
lege funds or increase tuition.
Her visit is m ade possible by funds
Currently, the College is giving from the Shell Foundation.
away three IBM Copier II copiers
because maintenance costs for the
ten year-ol- d
machines are higher
man the costs for three new
machines.
Snoddy indicated that the personal
copying price was not increased to
keep students from making as many
copies as they had previously. He
noted, however, that personal use increases the total volume of use,
which in turn increases costs.

ey

Great

on mathematics

1--

SG A Motes

-
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Decisions
discusses
Israel
By Roger Gordon
Dina Dajani and Amos Kiewe win
be the guest speakers at the weekly
"Great DeetaiAC an Fttmlvn Poll
1988" on Wednesday. February 19. in
wisnart Han's Lean Lecture Room.
The discussion will begin at 7:30
and the topic will be "The
E.m
totted States is Israel."

DajanL a COW senior, has a father
who is a Palestinian, and Keiwe,
chairperson of the Speech Department, has lived in Israel. The two
win be answering the question,"!!

5.

the years 2300 or 2825. what will have
had to happen in the meantime?".
Gordon SehnU of the Political
Science Department win moderate
the event.
Anyone who would like additional
information on the forum can purchase the booklet "Great Decisions"
at Lowry Center, or from SchulL The
booklet is published by the Foreign
Pnlln A luviaHnii It tnlntM tn
page chapter for each of the eight
seminars this year, which run
through February 2S. There are also
questions for discussion at the end of

eaeh ehapter. whleh when

answered, will be forwarded to the
proper governmental official.

cuts into student aid

man

Student aid. programs will shrink
by about 413 percent as of March 1,
figures released by the Office of
Management and Budget indicate.
The cuts are the first mandated by
the new Gramm-Rudma- n
formula to
balance the federal budget.
And while educators say black,

Hispanic and

from the University of Chicago
Divinity School in 1SS3 after receiv
ing her masters degree m iwn xrom
the same institution. Her dissertation. "The Myth of Orginal Sin: A
Hermeneutic Theology Based on
was awarded with
Genesis
distinction.
Before coming to Wooster in 1830,
Wismer taught religious studies at
Alvernia High School in Chicago.
She is currently conducting several
tnriia in h ara lit theoloffY and
narrative, theology and imagination
and the theology creation.

Vice-Preside-

PAGE 5

WOTS

TTr nrntatinn. scheduled for
Patricia Wismer.
former College of Wootter 1:15 p.m. in lfateer Hall
religious Studies professor, will pre- Auditorium, is open to the public for
sent "The Bible and Feminism." a $3.00 registration fee payable at
Tuesday February IS at the College the door.
of Woosters Clergy Academy of
Wismer earned her doctorate
a

It 1X3

students ultimately
students while convincing some middle-ineobanks to give up making Guaranteed will suffer the most.
"If there are fewer and fewer
Student Loans (GSLs).
"This will certainly accelerate the dollars, the pressure will be greater
trend of declining black andhlspanie to be more careful in needs
participation In postsecondary analysis." adds Tom Wolanin. an
aide to Sep. Biu rora
education," contends Arnoia
if AmAMr. limited funds will force
director of the National CounGrants into a "statutory reducPen
Opportunity
cil of Educational
tion" in which students with less
Associations.
As much as 80 to SO percent of the need wiu get smaller amounts of aid.
e
students may
But
students in black colleges receive
GSLs as
getting
time
a
harder
says.
have
some federal aid, Mitchem
cuts continue,
"It's another straw on the camel's says Bin's Clohan, a lobbyist
for the
back, tat how many straws can the
Association.
Bankers
Consumer
Winston
camel take?" wonders
Gramm-Rudma- n
will cut the
Brown, dean, of financial aid at
get when
Xavler University, a primarily "allowance" that banks percent
inGSLs
from
SJ
they
make
New
Orleans.
school
in
black
percent
to
terest
SJ
drop
"We have seen significant
The initial allowance cut, which
in minorities applying," Princeton
fhiawHai aid officer Linda Ensor applies only to the first year of a
loan, "win have a minimal impact,"
resorts. .
Ensor speculates, however, that Clohan says. But cutting the
me

sin-ehe-

(i-iiicnig-

m,

lower-incom-

Gramm-Rudman-

an;.

allowance farther, as "some
legislators want, win provoke banks
to make sure more students are good
eredttrisxs on meirown.
sml200sl090ph0Srbflsw08voice
In banks' view, of course, students
from middle-- and upper-incofamilies are better credit nsts man
me

students from

low-meo-

me

backgrounds.
Maxing (loans; more rextncuT
wffl makeloana available only to the
white middle class," he adds.
When the allowance on loans to
students was cut back in 1973, "the
program crashed" because nanxers
refused to continue lenaing w w
the squeese on their profit margin,
Clohan remembers. :
-.
As for the next few years, ivs a
wr temimia nrneram." he adds.
rii rata would hurt an the more
because Pen Grants, unable to keep
up with inflation, forced
low-inco- me

students in recent years to borrow
more under the GSL program.
observers say.
others expect the current cuts wiu
hurt Drtvate schools with high tui
tions the most.
They could force sun other schools
to eat into their endowments to get
mmev ta beta students who used to
depend more on federal aid in
i

i

school.
On the other hand, some community colleges think the cuts miat
actually help them .
"Stoaems at outer scnoois may
i

speculates Ercsg
come to us,"
HjortodaL director of financial aid
at Spokane Fans Community Col

lefe.

"With us, their grant money win go
further," notes Myer Titus, president of Denver Community College.
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Sports

be or not to be:
Minnesota's Basketball
Program
To

National
Sporiscene
Column By Roger Gordon
I know football season is over, but
one last passing thought Is overtime

By David Dean
Three Minnesota basketball players accused of sexual
assualt were bound for trial in Madison, Wisconsin,
Thursday. As of that date no official trial date has been
established for slayers Kevin Smith. Mitchell Lee and
George Williams. Head Coach Jim Dutcher, distruaght
as well as snockea, asxea lae most prozouna question

in the National Football League
really fair? I'd say it's fair- - about as
fair as, say. Rocky taking on Burger
King's "Herb" in an
match. The rules say that the two
teams, if tied after regulation, play
up to a
extra period until
one team scores. This gives a huge
advantage to the team which wins
the overtime coin toss, for if it scores
after the kickoff, that team wins
(with the other team receiving no
chance to go on offense and maybe
score). Any way but the present
scheme would be a better solution.
And if the league continues this
ridiculous rule, theyshould at least
let the team that doesnt score first
receive one last opportunity to go on
offense (except if that team received
the overtime kickoff first, of
course).
My solution is for the league to
copy the National Basketball
Association's way of thinking. Let
(NBA
the team play seven-minu-te
arm-wrestli-

ng

15-min-ute

5 :9

0

ii

dealing with poor behavior since three basketball
players were charged with sexual assualt at Duquense
University, " Where did we go wrong?" Notice folks
that Coach Dutcher said we instead of I as if to say, collectively, where did the Institution go wrong.
In what appears to be an unseasonal period of resignations by head coaches universities as well as colleges
need to ask themselves whether early or fast paced
recruitment of high school players is done in the best interest of the players or universities. Across the nation
universities, and colleges have admitted that athletes
were accepted into their institution with less that
average SAT, as well as ACT, scores. Take the University of Georgia as an example of low quality admissions.
Six athletes, freshmen, were admitted to the university
with verbal scores of 200. When a professor testified
plays
overtimes against preferential treatment she was fired. All across
because it has shorter regulation the country big name universities have become
quarters) overtimes until one team academically blind and ftnnnHnny keen as freshmen
is on top. Do away with the athletes are sought purely for their athletic rather than
ridiculous tie games (fans want to
see a winner, not no winner at all). academic prowress.
Let there be a winner, for gosh
Last year the NCAA Council decided to set a
sakes. So what if the game takes a rpiwimnm
standard for incoming athletes but failed to
little longer? Major League
Baseball seems to be coping with its outline a similar program for upperclassman who also
8
inning marathons.
maintained less than a 2.0.
dynasWin the
as well as colIt all boils down to this: universities
ty ever end? Probably, but not for leges
too
much
about the
have concerned themselves
awhile. The Lakers (participants in financial-athletirespected
institution
c
of
their
survival
five of the last six championships,
winning three) are so deep in talent that they often admit academically poor students. Furthat their second team could beat thermore, not only are these students academically
Continued on Page 7 poor but it appears morally as welL
Another problem is coaching. Coaching has become
overly competitive with institutions demanding winning
seasons or out the back door with the coach. Chasing 17
takes a physical toll
and 18 year olds across the country
appears
as if institutions
Finally
it
welL
as
on the coach
ox auoniaiew
tne
taierc
only
atnieuc
about
are
concerned
and thus diseoneern themselves about the quality of the
--

The women's basketball team will be finishing their season next week
in tournament play.
Photo By Steve Boardman

Donned by Allegheny
By Bob Murphy
The College of Wooster

49-4- 7

better games,
had fiftMn nointi is welL while
.freshman Mike Trimmer led with 7
rebounds in what was a good wowing for him. None of these performances matched those of the
Ohio Wesleyan team, however, as
the Bishops played much better
team ball than did the Scots.
Losee, in one of bis

Men's
Basketball team has been hit by
some very hard times as of late, los- tag their last four games, to put their
In addition to
season record at
that, outstanding Junior post Mike
O'Brian may be out for the rest of
of a
the season with the
troublesome knee. O'Brian has been
the Scot's leading average scorer
and rebounder all season, and this is
a very serious loss for the team.

--

10-1- 3.

re-inju- ry

On last Wednesday, February 5,
the Scots traveled to Ohio Wesleyan,
to take on the Bishops, to whom they
had lost
earlier in the season.
Unfortunately, the Scots found,
themselves wishing for that loss at
they were blown out by If points, losThe Scots
ing by the score of
were never close in this game, and
their defense was having very little
success in stopping anything the
Bishops were doing. The usually
strong Wooster scoring pair of
Sophomore Ed Ratleff and Tunior
Mike O'Brian were shut down effectively by the Bishop defense, though,
Ratleff did tie for the lead in scoring
lSJvvior Fete
66-7- 3

78-9- 7.

LfTejt

Following this game, on Saturday
night, February 8, the cagers
travelled to Oberlin to face off
against the Yeomen. Earlier in the
season, the Scots had beaten the.
Yeomen at home on January 18 by a
This time, the crowd
score of
was different, there was no O'Brian,
and the entire nature of the game
was different.
game,
Instead of a
this face off produced a
game in which the Scots lost
Fifty-eigrepresents the Scots
second-lowescoring total for the
season, and reflects a radical
change in offensive stratagy by
coach La Wims. Working on a very
slow offense that ate up lots of time,
Continued on Page 8
88-8- 4.

high-scori-

ng

low-scori-

ng

58-8-7.

ht

st

Intramural Update
We are now entering the 5th full
week of the winter season. Competiis
tion has been stiff. The
being paced by three teams-t- he
Delts,Omegas, and Mixed Breed all
have only one loss. Brett's Hamburgers and Sudden Impact are
staked in the middle with 2 wins and
3 losses. The Oats, Sigs, and Krap-pehead out the rest of the line-uThe top four, teams will be eligible
There will also be a
for the play-offteam.
selection of the
Anyone wishing to nominate a
A-Lea- gue

rs

p.

five-minu-

te

17-1-

L-A.-Boston-

-Phiny

Diment ties
record

individuaL

x

Rosters must be in no later than
Tuesday, February 11th. Teams consist of four players and may be coed.

v

Also, the department is planning a
Billiards Tournament. Registration
can be a quired by contacting Craig
Penney at Box 1460 or extension

2858.

s.

to officiate
games for a comparable fee
player or players for the team, should also contact Craig Penney at
please send them to Craig Penney at Box 1460 or at extension 2858.
Box 1480. The team will be honored
at an upcoming home Scot's game. The Bowling League is about to
Also, the department will be choos- get underway. About 8 or 9 teams
ing a Sportsperson of the Year for nave registered.
Basketball.
all-leag-

ue

Anyone wishing

A-Lea- gue

'

Lisa Diment tied an NCAC record
by popping in 14 field goals as she led
The College of Wooster in a victory
over Oberlin College. Diment had an
outstanding 30 points, 14 rebounds
and six blocked shots in the contest,
poshing her totals to 87 points and 37
rebounds for the week.

The survival of Minnesota's basketball program will
be decided in the ensuing weeks to come but its this
that the program, because of the action
writer's opinion
fcmilri ha rammriMl for two veara. Trne.
MMMtfAi
this action will undoubtedly set Minnesota's basketball
program back for a few years, but this problem goes
much further than just Minnesota's program. Academic
institutions must first admit to themselves that the
and not
reason for their existence is purely academicprogram
fttiAfin Ctmi it 0iat tn have a cutter athletic
that
on the side but its becoming increasingly-eviden- t
uim.ii
rawer
a
privieugc
US
atnieUCS xeeiS
nxni
wuei
part of an institution. That same attitude carries over on
wall TTntvMctt1 )l iriTlt MI9i to th
tl.. ati1a4a
realization that the maturation of a young adult must.come Dcxore a naoonai cn&mpiotuaip. acboceuc uuroards must oe maintainea u inese suuews are w
become productive citizens in society.
To be or not to be, that tis the question. Whether it tis

nobler in the mind's eve to suffer a 550 season for
academically promising and morally astute students.
Isn't that the issue at stake?
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Sivim

50-ya-

jaittEne

200-yir- d

rd

finished first la the
d
breaststroke with atimnfi-ii
Th Seotties' f3-- ft victory against
quae as impressive,
w"
but it did feature several outstanding swimi. Sarah Wm
qualifying for nationals in the 200- 100-yaru

w

mii

100-ya- rd

C4-- 2S

f

d
finished first in. the
breaststroke with a time of 1:14.5. Id
addition, Carolyn Cunningham!
Qniined first in the
ireescyie wna a ume ois:u.

Allegheny
andOVJU

prepare for
Saturdav
NCA- C- Alleghheny College andj
Ohio Wesleyan University have
emerged as the leaders la the North!
Coast Athletic Conference men's!

basketball race, deadlocked at
Allegheny's Gators rebounded from
a wihless week to post two NCACi
wins, as did wesleyan s Bishops.
That has set op a showdown this
Saturday, February 15, when OWU
hosts Allegheny in the second last
regnair season game.
With three dates of regular season
play left, the battle for first tad
other positions should go right down
to the final night. Monday, February
17. A real scramble for home-it-e
hosting in the preliminary round of
the NCAC tournament. February If
adds soke to this final full week of
P?F "Jii'1i"i St
Despite their emergence m first.
both Allegheny and Ohio Wesleyan
must watch oyer their shoulders for
Denison University's Big Bed. Cur
rently in third place at 54. Denison
has a mathematical chance to gab a
piece of the title. Kenyon College (5-is running hard of late and holds
fourth place. The Lords are buoyed
by an excellent week, winning two of
three NCAC games convincingly and
losing by only three points to
Allegheny in If eadvule. The
College of Wooster lost three last
week and has settled into fifth place
while Case Western Reserve
University lost two of three and
resides in sixth place at
Oberlin
College picked up its second NCAC
win of the year over Wooster and at
t are at seventh plaee.
There are many big games this
week, but the biggest involves the
7-- 2,

.

Jf-I:"- -1

--- ---

5)

co-lead- er

(4-t- ),

3--C.

2--

co-leade-

Allegheny invades

rs.

Branch Rickey Center at Ohio
Wesleyan Univeristy Saturday. The
Gators are on the road for the OWU
game and against wooster. OWU
must travel to Cleveland to meet the
unpredictable CWBU Spartans. In
another key match. Denison hosts
Kenyon Saturday afternoon at 2 p.m.

Continued from Page

most other teams consistently. Th
Celtics (two championships in the
last five years) may sport the finest
first six or seven players ta the
league. The Sixers (participants in
three of the last six champions;,
winning one) were criticized heavily
at the be22ii of the season for being too "old", but the perennial
Dowerefroxn FkSadeTatia are now
perefciag at the beLiads of the front-nomas ceiaes enee again, is oere
ianr alowtay these cixnt 'kSUers
stownT-Gnessnet--Jv..--

-

-

PAGE 7

maker, who won the
in yard individual medley by only 22
dividual medley with a time of seconos aner nmatitng orst in the
z:oe.4. in addition, George Miller event with a time of 2:17.2. She also

cham-pionshiome- et.

co:iFcna:

14, IZZZ

teams ready for conference

The College of Wooster men's and
Scott McLean led the assault with
women's swim team performed well a record-settin- g
performance in the
against Ohio Northern February 7 in
freestyle. His time of 22.24
p
before the North eclipes his previous mark by .04
their final tune-uCoast Athletic conference
seconds.
The Scots wrapped up their best Other outstanding performances
season in history with an impressive were turned in by Ted An, who
butterffinished first in the
f--1
record after a convincing
ly with a time of 55.1 and Jerry Ham- victory a ainst the Polar Bears.

COAST

FRIDAY FEBRUARY

(TlfO

!

Anywhere we ga

Round ti
This Spring Break, if you and your
friends are thinking about heading to the
slopes, the beach or just home for a visit,
Greyhound can take you there. For only $99
or less, round trip.
From February 15 through April 27, all
you do is show us your college student I.D.
card when you purchase your ticket. Your

ticket will then be good for travel for 15 days
from the date of purchase.
So this Spring Breaks get a real break.
Go anywhere Greyhound goes for $99 or less.
For more information, call Greyhound.

,

leave the driving to us:
426 South Market

J

ITi.iI

ii

i

if Tunis In
.

-

-

j

-

St,

262-034-

1

100-yar-

500-yar- d
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fJCAC Dasfiotbal! rccc tough
PA. Wooster (M) continues its hold
Cleveland, OH - Following
on third place, while Kenyan College
tories over Oberiin College and
vicKe-

)
nyan College last' week, th
and case western aieaerve
battle for fourth
Allegheny College women's basket Dnivenitv (4-place, Oberlin College Is sixth (M).
ban team, riding the crest of a
(5-5-

5)

If-ga-me

winning streak, has reduced ana Denison university rounas

uu

us magic munber for a conference the standings with an mark.
championship equalling two, will When it comes to an NCAC title,
gire Coach Kay Gould's nationally-ranke- d an teams will have a second chance
squad (no.15 in the national at one when the NCAC Basketball
DiTiaioa m poll) its first undisputed Tn ornament begin I Wednesday.

NCAC championship. (Allegheny February IS with preliminary round
and the College of Wooster were eo- - games, using ute regular season

lA

1

A
It will be mostly cloudy, breezy and cold today
with a good chance of snow and a high reaching 25
to 30. Tonight promises to be mostly cloudy with
a chance of snow flurries and a low of 18 to 23.
A warming trend will take place this weekend.
Skies will be partly to mostly sunny on Saturday
and partly cloudy to cloudy on Sunday. There
will be a chance of rain or snow on Sunday.
Highs wiil range from 2 7 to 32 on Saturday and 43
to 48 on Sunday. Morning lows will be 20 to 25
Saturday and 28 to 33 SuniLv. TaiVTA? Psrarfisp
.

.

WashingpjTJsthUSsjiocpj1toj

Ranger Station,

JEBTHA

PHOTO

champKmsm lvsf-u- j
The Race and NCAC Standings.
Standing in the path of the Lady
Gators, who boast a l0 Conference
mark, an overall mark of 2D-- and a
scoring mark of 32 pps that tot! all
of collegiate basketball, are the 2
Battling Bishops ox Ohio wesyun.
Something win hare to gire,
however, as the two teams will meet
Saturday. February 19 in MeadvQle.
1,

7--

final atandhus (regular season ends
Monday, February 17). number two
hosts number seven, numoer uree
hosts number six. and number four
hosts number five. The winner will
advance to the "Final Four" event
to be boated this year by the winner
of the women's raccsenu-onaiswi- u
take nlace Friday. February 20. with
the championships scheduled for
Saturday, February ZL

basketball

Continued from Page
the Scots used up all of the shot dock
they could before going in for
layups. The Scots though, in order to
be competitive in the upcoming
NCAC tournament, will have to be

able to defeat any team they can
hold to a relatively low 67 points.
While Sophomore Chales Glenn had
a good night, with II points, Ratleff
and the rest were definitely not playing at their best, and the Scots snf- -

fered badly as a result Senior Scott
Coonfare led in rebounds with a
strong total of 9, and Senior Terry
Pensyl led in assists with C
The Scots next home game will be
tomorrow night, against the If
Huskies. This will.be the
Scots last home game of the season,
so it is hoped everyone win be there
to cheer.
usk-ingha-

PROCESSING

SPECIALS

p3jypewztez Service & Sates,

Gtte.

Wooster, Ohio 44691
2522 Cleveland Road
to Nooa
a.m. lo 5:30 pan. Sat. 00
Ham: Duly

Ul

S.-0-0

(216)345-740- 5

Irresistible Valentine Greetings
X

f

Typewriter Repair
Typewriter Cleaning
Typewriters For Rent
Typewriter For Lease
Typewriters For Purchase

n

Typewriter Ribbons & Tapes
Typing Paper, Suppfies &

C2GOQO- G
-

Cards and Gifts
from

ft

Recycled Paper Products

3

Avail.iblv.il:

Ovcarr GtxzZziy
Westminster Presbyterian Church

"A

BOOKSTORE... AND MORE!!!'

FRESH FLOWERS
FEB. 73

the congregation-in-residenc- e

on campus

Csrksra Dua, Minister
.

14

FOR SOMEONE SPECIAL'.
The Church House

Ccn:pus Extension:

2398

m

